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AS I SEE IT

Getting Machines to the Proper State 
of Inspection Readiness
There is a need to enhance the quality of machine-transmitted 
conditions so inspectors get a clear and complete picture of the 
state of the machine’s health.

HYDRAULICS

Controlling Hydraulic Oil Temperatures
Every hydraulic system generates a certain amount of heat, but if 
the system is running higher than 140 degrees, it is too hot. Find 
out how this can be prevented.

LESSONS IN LUBRICATION

Best Practices for Performing Oil Analysis 
on Your Engine Oil
Engine oil is unique in that it has more additives than nearly all 
other lubricating oils. These additives are necessary because 
engines are challenged with more stressors and contaminants 
during operation than most other machines. This is why oil anal-
ysis on gasoline and diesel engine oils must be treated differently. 

TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION

Gain the Confidence to Succeed 
with Certification
There are many benefi ts to earning a professional certifi cation. 
Certifi ed professionals not only are better able to evaluate their 
own strengths and weaknesses, but they also have a broader 
understanding of the skills and toolsets that can be effective.

LUBE-TIPS
Our readers offer advice on a host of lubrication-related issues, 
including tips on converting gearboxes to synthetics.

BACK PAGE BASICS

What You Should Know About Brake Fluid
While vehicle owners may change their brake pads, rotors or 
drums based on a mechanic’s recommendation or their car not 
stopping as soon as it once did, few people replace the brake fl uid. 
Indeed, brake fl uid may be a car’s most neglected component.
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How to Manage Hot Bearings in Your Plant
Even if the actual bearing temperatures in your plant are known, often times no one truly understands what 
actions are required at which temperatures.
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MLI FROM THE DESK

Just last year we marked 25 years of 

liberalisation. In 1991, a liberalised 

investment and trade regime kick-

started the economy bringing about a 

landmark change in our economy and 

strongly positioning India as an 

economic superpower.

The implementation of Goods & 

Services Tax (GST) is a similar landmark 

step, which will lubricate the gears of 

the Indian economy and ensure a 

virtuous growth cycle for Indian 

industries for the next several decades. 

This bold step towards unifying our tax 

architecture to bring it in line with the 

world’s leading economies is also a 

critical step towards the government’s 

vision of improving the “ease of doing 

business” in India. It is expected to have 

radical transformation from a complex, 

multi layered and cascading indirect 

tax system to a single and unifi ed direct 

tax system that allows for tax set-off 

across the value chain, both for goods 

and services. This should help lower 

product costs and thereby make Indian 

goods competitive in comparison to 

imports, increasing profi tability of 

companies. This effi ciency and 

improvement should help achieve larger 

economies of scale leading to 

harnessing of infl ation.

GST will also reduce the compliance 

scrutiny for inter-state movement of 

goods, which is currently a major 

source of concern and results in 

deadweight losses owing to 

transportation time. Removal of these 

barriers should help the supply chain of 

manufacturing industries to become 

much more effi cient.

Previously, all decisions with respect to 

supply and distribution were guided by 

the need to minimise the impact of 

indirect taxes. With the advent of GST 

the supply chain decisions will be a 

function of economic factors such as 

costs, proximity to market rather than 

non-economic factors such as VAT rate 

differential between states. This should 

lead to effi cient reallocation of 

resources in the economy.

A centralised and standardised GST 

registration would help in creation of 

an ecosystem conducive to start-ups, 

which can adhere to a centralised tax 

system. A unifi ed system will also help 

reduce the compliance burden while 

allowing start-ups to compete on a 

level footing with established players. 

Also uniformity of tax systems across 

states can help all levels of production 

resulting in an improvement in the ease 

of doing business. The improvement in 

this ranking, which has been a key focus 

of the government, will also help attract 

more foreign direct investment and 

position India as a favourable and 

preferred investment destination.

Over the next 2-3 years, GST will have a 

cascading effect on the Indian economy 

and with structural enhancement, this 

can translate to a potential growth in 

GDP of 1-1.5%. GST should also help in 

the revival of an investment cycle which 

could bring in a disinfl ationary impact.

The Indian economy’s wheels have been 

set in motion, and reforms such as the 

GST and the institutionalisation of the 

insolvency & bankruptcy code will act 

as lubricants to take this growth into 

the next gear!

Regarding the government’s resolve to 

merge the oil companies, while a deal 

for ONGC’s proposed takeover of 

HPCL is yet to be fi nalised, the centre 

has already embarked on its next 

ambitious project of combining Indian 

Oil Corporation Ltd and smaller oil 

exploration fi rm Oil India Ltd. The 

proposed merger of Indian Oil and Oil 

India is part of the government’s plan 

to create mega oil PSUs of global scale, 

with vertically integrated functions 

across upstream and downstream. 

Vertically integrated oil companies 

would be better able to absorb the 

fl uctuations in the global crude oil 

prices, as when the exploration unit will 

suffer from falling prices, the refi ning 

unit will benefi t, and vice versa. 

Season’s greetings!

Warm regards,
Udey Dhir
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AS I SEE ITMLI
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I

Machines to the Proper

 have written several articles on 

inspection recently, as I strongly 

believe it is foundational to 

condition monitoring, machine 

reliability and asset management. My 

last Machinery Lubrication column 

introduced the term “Inspection 2.0” to 

differentiate conventional inspection 

practices from the intense, probing and 

purposeful methods needed to optimize 

benefi ts. As common as inspection 

activities may be in any plant, Inspection 

2.0 is largely untapped in my opinion. 

In fact, it is delusional to imagine world-

class reliability without the coexistence 

of world-class inspection.

Inspection 2.0 borrows from many 

battle-tested philosophies, including 

the practice of autonomous 

maintenance advanced by total 

productive maintenance (TPM) 

doctrine. However, not detailed in these 

philosophies is the “how-to” to move 

an organization past the inspection 

status quo to the real game-changing 

opportunity that eludes their view. I 

plan to address these differences and 

the “how-to” tactics in several 

upcoming Machinery Lubrication articles. 

This article introduces the concept of 

machine readiness as a critical enabler 

to Inspection 2.0. An inspector who is 

eager to determine the state of machine 

health — good or bad — needs help 

from the machine. What hurts, where 

does it hurt and what are the symptoms 

of being hurt? Information exchange, 

like basic communication, is a two-way 

street. There is a need to enhance the 

quality of machine-transmitted 

conditions so the inspector gets a clear 

and complete picture of the state of the 

machine’s health. 

Now, assume that each and every 

machine in your plant is not yet 

Inspection 2.0 ready. That is very likely 

the case. Opportunity is knocking!

Work Backward
Start by compiling a list of machine 

faults and root causes you want your 

inspection program to reveal. This is 

generally a list of all the things that 

could go wrong that you defi nitely 

don’t want to go wrong without 

adequate (early) warning. There is 

usually a need for some prioritization 

related to the list. Criticality analysis 

helps defi ne the probability and 

consequences of failure. Failure mode 

ranking (e.g., failure modes and effects 

State of INSPECTION
GETTING

READINESS
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analysis) delineates specifi c failure mode 

pathways, starting with root causes, that 

could possibly occur. 

Next, take this prioritized list and 

construct an inspection gameplan that 

will reveal each of these alert conditions 

in real time. For instance, how might 

shaft misalignment be quickly recognized 

or aerated lube oil immediately detected? 

Is the machine currently able to reveal 

these inspection facts? If not, what 

modifi cations are necessary? Do the 

same with the other failure modes as you 

move down the list.

Smart Machine, Smart 
Inspections
Your machines can be smart, real-time 

communicators of the state of machine 

health. It is disappointing that very few 

original equipment manufacturers 

(OEMs) build machines to a suitable 

state of inspection readiness. This puts 

the burden on the asset owner to source 

needed parts and devices to be retrofi tted 

on machines either at commissioning or 

during a scheduled shutdown. 

Yes, there are often costs associated with 

retrofi ts and other machine modifi cations, 

and some of these changes can present 

risks related to human-agency failures 

from machine disturbances and defective 

parts/installations. However, if the 

modifi cations are properly engineered, 

sourced and installed, the benefi ts over 

the long term can be enormous. Don’t 

pretend to save money by skipping this 

step. After all, inspection blindness is a 

far greater concern from the standpoint 

of machine reliability. You can’t inspect 

and report what you can’t see.

The following examples of machine- 

readiness practices, accessories, 

instru ments and devices can substantially 

enhance and enable inspection readiness. 

Good Housekeeping
Outside Dirt — This is always a good 

place to start. Keep your machines clean, 

inside and out. We all know that dirt is 

destructive to the machine’s internal 

frictional surfaces, but it also masks many 

important inspection alerts, such as 

surface distress shown by cracked paint, 

tempered metal tints, chronic corrosion, 

runaway fretting, seal wear/damage and 

leakage points.

There is a need to enhance the 
quality of machine-transmitted 
conditions so the inspector gets 

a clear and complete picture 
of the state of the machine’s 

health.

26%
of lubrication professionals 

say enabling inspections 
of their in-service oil and 
machinery would be the 

most likely reason for 
making machine modifi ca-

tions at their plant, based on 
a recent poll at Machinery-

Lubrication.com
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AS I SEE IT

Expanded Metal View Guard

Sample Valve

Sample Valve

Temperature Gauge

Sump Pump BS&W Valve

Temperature Gauge

Ferro & Oil-fl ow Sight Glass

Oil Contamination Monitor 
& Sample Valve

Vacuum Gauge

Filter Change 
Indicator

Hub, 

Columnar Sight Glass, 

BS& W Bowl
Inspection Hatch

Desiccant Breather

Desiccant Breather

An Inspection-ready Machine
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Inside Dirt and Fouling — Dirt and 

sludge can make oil so opaque that 

other oil properties become invisible. 

These might include water 

contamination, glycol, aeration, wear 

particle suspensions, etc. When oil is 

kept clear and bright, the slightest 

change in this state serves as an early 

sign of concern that should be reported 

for more detailed analysis. Additionally, 

sludge can stain sight glasses, preventing 

the oil level and other conditions from 

being easily determined.

Plates, Tags and Labels — Machine 

components should be properly 

labelled to avoid reporting errors. Other 

labels and markings are important, too, 

including fi lter and breather installation 

dates, lubricant type and gauge reading 

alerts. 

Inspection Windows
An inspection window is effectively a 

portal used by the inspector to see 

within the machine. Many types of 

products can function as windows, 

such as the following:

Oil Level Gauges — These can be 

electronic, mechanical or a device that 

provides a visual indication of the oil 

level. Abnormal oil levels are often very 

meaningful and for many machines can 

lead to sudden-death failures. High oil 

levels might represent in-leaks (cross-

contamination) of coolant, fuel or 

other lubricants. Low oil levels can be 

caused by high oil consumption or 

out-leaks. Oil level gauges should be 

marked to show the normal range for 

stopped machines as well as running 

machines, depending on the machine 

type. Level gauges should also be 

positioned for convenient viewing, 

especially by the person performing oil 

top-ups and changes. 

Sight Glasses — Good sight glasses are 

far more than oil level gauges. They can 

communicate key transient conditions 

associated with localized areas of the 

machine. See my Machinery Lubrication 

article on zone inspections for a detailed 

narrative on the vast amount of 

information these inspection windows 

can provide. They include bottom 

sediment and water (BS&W) bowls, 

inline sight glasses (to confi rm oil fl ow) 

and clear piping/hoses for fl uid 

inspections.

Part-Movement Windows — Many 

machines need windows to verify proper 

movement of parts, such as oil rings, 

collar oilers, slingers and fl ingers. 

Certain belt, screw, chain and gear 

drives may need an inspector’s line of 

sight. 

Expanded Metal Guards — Couplings 

and other exposed rotating or 

reciprocating mechanisms are typically 

protected from accidental contact by 

the use of guards. These guards often 

Vacuum Gauge

e

, 

, 

l

Sight Glass, Corrosion Indicator, Wear 

Debris Collector, Sample Valve

Inspection Hatch
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restrict visual observation of the 

movement mechanisms. However, they 

can be replaced with expanded metal 

so that both functions (safety and 

inspection) can be enabled.

Ferro Sites for Magnetic Particle 
Collection — These are magnets fl ooded 

in oil and placed behind inspection 

windows. Ferro sites are usually located 

on the return line where the 

ferromagnetic debris is the highest. The 

window can be periodically opened to 

clean the magnet.

Lubricant Sampling
Sump Drains with BS&W Valves — It’s 

good to be paranoid about what might 

be sitting on the bottom of your sump 

or reservoir. It probably isn’t anything 

your oil supplier sold you. BS&W bowls 

can provide a quick visual inspection. 

You can also pull a bottle sample if a 

simple ball valve is installed.

Sample Ports — These can be located 

in return lines, live zones or other 

strategic locations for quick sampling 

and at-machine inspections. In addition 

to visual inspections, you can perform a 

simple blotter spot test or a crackle test 

for the presence of free water.

Grease Purge Traps — What emerges 

out of a grease purge port during 

relubrication or during normal 

operation is an indication of lubricant 

health in the core of the bearing. 

Different traps and collection devices 

can be installed and used to inspect the 

discharged grease for hardness, oil 

content, particles, color, etc.

Inspection Devices
Numerous inspection devices are used 

to quickly assess solid debris 

concentrations and other types of 

lubricant contamination. These devices 

include magnetic plugs, debris traps, 

Y-strainers, last-chance fi lters and 

corrosion gauges. 

Instrumentation
Today, there is a fairly wide selection of 

sensors and gauges that can provide 

effective real-time information on 

machine conditions. These include 

vacuum gauges, temperature gauges, 

proximity probes, fl ow meters, free-

water alarms and load sensors. Most of 

these instruments can report digital or 

analog readings at the machine and are 

viewable by inspectors. 

Additionally, oil analysis is no longer 

the exclusive domain of the laboratory. 

An assortment of instruments can be 

installed directly on the machine to 

assess viscosity changes, moisture 

readings, particle counts, wear debris 

concentrations and changes in oil 

chemistry. Vibration accelerometers 

can also be imbedded or affi xed to 

operating machinery for periodic 

examination by inspectors.

Final Thoughts
As mentioned previously, there are 

costs and even a bit of risk associated 

with getting a machine to the proper 

state of inspection readiness. Reliability 

is always an investment. It’s monetized 

later, usually in multiples. Most 

investments work this way.

You are not trying to maximize 

inspection readiness but rather optimize 

it. You want to get it right, so make the 

right choices. Be penny wise, not pound 

foolish. It’s false economy to try to save 

money by not investing wisely. It’s like 

education. If you think it is expensive, 

try ignorance. 

About the Author
Jim Fitch has a wealth of “in the 

trenches” experience in lubrication, oil 

analysis, tribology and machinery failure 

investigations. Over the past two decades, he 

has presented hundreds of courses on these 

subjects. Jim has published more than 200 

technical articles, papers and publications. 

He serves as a U.S. delegate to the ISO 

tribology and oil analysis working group. 

Since 2002, he has been the director and a 

board member of the International Council 

for Machinery Lubrication. He is the CEO 

and a co-founder of Noria Corporation. 

Contact Jim at jfi tch@noria.com.
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HOW TO MANAGE 

HOT BEARINGS 
IN YOUR PLANT

By Randy Riddell, SCA

After making his equipment-care rounds, a maintenance technician has discovered that several bearings are “running hot.” These bear-

ings are added to a list for some form of action. A work order may be written to change the bearings, or someone may put cooling water 

on the bearing housings. Even if the actual bearing temperatures are known, often times no one truly understands what actions are 

required at which temperatures.
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Measuring Bearing Temperatures
Before any action is taken, the question of how hot the bearing is should be 

answered. Hot to the touch might only be 1300F*, as 1200F is generally the 

threshold temperature where you can still hold your hand on the surface. 

While there may be gray areas for identifying the appropriate action at 

certain temperatures, some guidelines can provide consistency and help 

plant personnel make better decisions. 

The fi rst step should be to determine the actual temperature of the bearings 

being monitored. Keep in mind that the temperatures measured are only the 

skin temperatures of the bearing housings. The actual bearing temperatures 

will be 15-250F hotter. Observe the surface condition and type when 

measuring temperature. Also, ensure the measuring device’s emissivity is 

correct for the surface being measured. Most dark carbon-steel surfaces will 

have an emissivity setting around 0.95, while shiny stainless steel or 

aluminum will have a much lower setting. A typical infrared camera shot is 

shown below.

Process buildup on 

bearing housings 

can result in lower 

m e a s u r e d 

temperatures when 

the actual bearing 

temperatures are 

much hotter. 

Buildup will insulate 

the bearing and not 

allow it to dissipate 

heat, which will in 

turn make the 

bearing run even 

hotter. Temperature checks should be performed in the same locations on 

the equipment and the bearings. Variations in bearing temperatures can be 

expected when different locations are measured due to load zones, ambient 

temperatures, lube levels, etc. Consistency is also important when different 

individuals are taking the measurements.

Bearing Temperature Conditions 
Most precision installed and lubricated equipment will operate at less than 

1800F. A bearing temperature that is less than 1800F is typically considered 

acceptable (see the chart below). Of course, there may be other consequences 

for operating in this “good” range. A higher operating temperature will 

cause the bearing lubricant to deteriorate at a faster rate. At more than 

1500F, the lubricant life can be cut by 50 percent for every additional 180F. 

A higher operating temperature also means a lower operating viscosity 

for the lubricant, which may hurt the overall reliability of the equipment. 

An infrared image of a bearing housing

Bearing temperature condition chart

<1800F
Good

180-2000F
Caution

200-2500F
Alert

250-3000F
Alarm

>3000F
Trip/Shutdown
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The chart on page 12 shows how the 

maximum temperature for a specifi c 

lubricant (viscosity index) and bearing 

type may limit the maximum operating 

temperatures.

Caution Conditions
In a caution condition, the bearing 

temperature may be between 

180-2000F. While this is slightly higher 

than desired, it may be a typical 

operating temperature for some 

equipment. Therefore, it is essential to 

have an operating temperature history 

for equipment in this range to determine 

if the temperature is normal. 

For gearboxes, sump temperature limits 

are <2000F, as defi ned by the American 

Gear Manufacturers Association 

(AGMA). A C3 clearance bearing is 

typically considered for this operating 

temperature. Continue regular 

monitoring and watch for any 

signifi cant changes in temperature. 

Another factor that is just as critical as 

the absolute bearing temperature is a 

change in temperature, which is an 

indication of a condition change. A 

temperature change of more than 500F 

is of concern no matter what condition 

range in which the absolute temperature 

Viscosity-Temperature Diagram for
a Paper Machine Oil
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The maximum operating 
temperature to satisfy the 
minimum viscosity (22 cSt) for a 
spherical roller bearing with this 
lubricant is 92 degrees C (197 
degrees F). The ball bearing 
would increase the safe 
operating temperature to 110 
degrees C (230 degrees F).

Lube viscosity-temperature curve (Ref. SKF)
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falls. Increased monitoring and 

investigating should be required with 

this type of change.

Small temperature changes are generally 

of little concern. It may be normal for a 

recently greased bearing to increase in 

temperature 25-300F. Machine speeds 

and loads as well as ambient conditions 

(winter/summer) will also affect 

absolute temperatures. Other factors 

that can cause higher temperatures 

include increased bearing friction (poor 

lubrication, high load, high speed, 

etc.), excessive lubrication (grease 

overpressure), high oil level (oil churn) 

and misalignment.

Alert Conditions
In an alert condition, the bearing 

temperature may be between 

200-250 0F. These elevated temperatures 

may be due to a heated application, a 

recently greased bearing, oil level issues, 

early stages of bearing failure, etc. Be 

sure to verify the process conditions, 

recent greasing cycle or oil level. You 

may also need to increase the frequency 

of monitoring the temperature changes. 

The safe operating temperature for 

grease is typically 75 percent of the 

dropping point. If the bearing is running 

in an application with heat through the 

journal, this elevated temperature range 

may be normal for operation. This 

would also call for a C4 clearance 

bearing.

Alarm Conditions
In an alarm condition, the bearing 

temperature may be between 250 - 

3000F). Bearings operating in this 

temperature range likely are in some 

stage of failure. The amount of life left 

can be highly variable. Employ other 

predictive technologies (vibration, 

infrared, ultrasonic testing, etc.) and 

increase the condition monitoring 

frequency until corrective action is 

taken. Also, minimize stress on the 

bearings by limiting startups/

shutdowns and reduce process speed/

load changes. Begin preparing a 

maintenance plan (order materials, 

defi ne the job scope, etc.) for executing 

corrective action for either a planned 

event or unplanned failure. Use care 

when lubricating any bearing in an 

alarm condition, as lubricating 

(especially greasing) can elevate the 

operating temperature and even lead to 

failure.

Shutdown Conditions 
In an equipment trip/shutdown 

condition, the bearing temperature 

may be more than 3000F. Bearings at 

this temperature are likely in the fi nal 

stages of failure. Depending on the 

equipment design, failure can be rapid 

and catastrophic. The time to react 

may only be hours, not days. 

At this point, the bearing is gone, so 

your actions should be focused on 

minimizing a secondary failure of the 

remaining components (shaft, housing, 

etc.). An immediate equipment trip/

shutdown may be recommended to 

prevent catastrophic failure and 

additional damage. 

The bearing integrity and geometry can 

be severely compromised at this 

temperature range, as the heat 

stabilization temperature for many 

bearings is between 300-4000F). Do 

not attempt to grease a bearing in a 

shutdown/trip condition, since this is 

likely to result in an immediate failure. 

Cooling Methods
If the bearing temperature is severely 

elevated, spraying with water could 

cause it to explode. Do not put water 

on the bearing or bearing housing. 

Water can migrate into the bearing and 

lead to a breakdown of the lubricant 

fi lm. Corrosion can also occur. 

Cooling the housing of a hot bearing 

can remove bearing clearances when 

the outer race cools, as the inner race 

will still be hot. The reduction in radial 

internal clearance will increase bearing 

friction and drastically reduce bearing 

life. The potential of catastrophic 

failure is also increased. Smaller 

bearings have a greater risk of this 

occurring due to their small radial 

internal clearances. 

Using a fan on a bearing housing can be 

an acceptable cooling method for a 

bearing in an alert or alarm condition. 

If the bearing is on a circulating oil 

system, increasing the oil fl ow may also 

cool the bearing. However, too much 

oil fl ow can cause oil churn and 

increased friction inside the bearing.

Expert Help 
If a bearing continually operates in an 

alert or alarm condition, you may need 

to consult an expert to evaluate the risk 

of continued operation and to identify 

possible changes for improvement. 

These bearings that persistently run at 

elevated temperatures have a chronic 

problem and require analysis to 

determine the root cause.

While bearing temperature monitoring 

can be relatively simple, the decisions 

that result will necessitate an evaluation 

by trained professionals to ensure the 

best course of action is taken to 

maximize equipment reliability. 

About the Author
Randy Riddell is the reliability manager for 

SCA at the Barton Mill in Alabama. He has 

more than 25 years of industrial experience 

with a career focus on equipment reliability. 

Randy has a bachelor’s degree in mechanical 

engineering from Mississippi State University 

and is a certifi ed maintenance and reliability 

professional by the Society of Maintenance 

and Reliability Professionals. Contact Randy 

via email at Randy.Riddell@sca.com. 

(*Since the article has been contributed 

by an author from Alabama (USA), the 

temperature indicated are in degree F.)
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Temperatures

Controlling

Hydraulic Oil
With cooler weather on the 

way, you may not be too 

worried about rising oil 

temperatures, but the fact is, any 

industrial hydraulic system running 

higher than 140 degrees is too hot. 

Consider that for every 18-degree 

increase in temperature above 140 

degrees, the life of the oil is cut in half. 

Systems that operate at high 

temperatures can produce sludge and 

varnish, which result in the sticking of 

valve spools. Pumps and hydraulic 

motors bypass more oil at high 

temperatures, causing the machine to 

operate at a slower speed. In some 

cases, high oil temperatures can waste 

electrical energy by making the pump 

drive motor pull more current to 

operate the system. O-rings also harden 

at higher temperatures, leading to more 

leaks in the system. So what checks and 

tests should you perform if the oil 

temperature is higher than 140 degrees?

Causes of Heat Generation
Every hydraulic system generates a 

certain amount of heat. Approximately 

25 percent of the input electrical 

horsepower will be used to overcome 

heat losses in the system. Whenever oil 

is ported back to the reservoir and no 

useful work is done, heat will be 

generated. 

The tolerances inside pumps and valves 

are normally in the ten-thousandths of 

an inch. These tolerances permit a small 

amount of oil to continuously bypass 

the internal components, causing the 

fl uid temperature to rise. When oil is 

fl owing through the lines, a series of 

resistances will be encountered. For 

example, fl ow controls, proportional 

valves and servo valves control the oil’s 

fl ow rate by restricting fl ow. When oil 

fl ows through the valves, a “pressure 

drop” occurs. This means that a higher 

pressure will exist at the valve’s inlet 

port than the outlet port. Anytime oil 

fl ows from a higher pressure to a lower 

pressure, heat is generated and 

absorbed in the oil.

When a system is initially designed, the 

reservoir and heat exchangers are sized 

to remove the generated heat. The 

reservoir allows some of the heat to 

dissipate through the walls to the 

atmosphere. If properly sized, heat 

exchangers should remove the balance 

of the heat, enabling the system to 

operate at approximately 120 degrees 

F. 

Pressure-compensating 
Pumps
The most common type of pump is the 

pressure-compensating, piston-type 

HYDRAULICSHMLI
BY AL SMILEY, GPM HYDRAULIC CONSULTING
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pump. The tolerances between the 

pistons and barrel are approximately 

0.0004 inch (Figure 1). A small amount 

of oil at the pump outlet port will 

bypass through these tolerances and 

fl ow into the pump case. The oil is then 

ported back to the reservoir through 

the case drain line. This case drain fl ow 

does no useful work and is therefore 

converted into heat. 

The normal fl ow rate out of the case 

drain line is 1 to 3 percent of the 

maximum pump volume. For example, 

a 30-gallon-per-minute (GPM) pump 

should have approximately 0.3 to 0.9 

GPM of oil returning to the tank 

through the case drain. A severe 

increase in this fl ow rate will cause the 

oil temperature to rise considerably. 

To check the fl ow, the line can be ported 

into a container of a known size and 

timed (Figure 2). Unless you have 

verifi ed that the pressure in the hose is 

near 0 pounds per square inch (PSI), do 

not hold the line during this test. 

Instead, secure it to the container. 

A fl ow meter can also be permanently 

installed in the case drain line to 

monitor the fl ow rate. This visual check 

can be made regularly to determine the 

amount of bypassing. When the oil fl ow 

reaches 10 percent of the pump volume, 

the pump should be changed.

A typical variable-displacement, 

pressure-compensating pump is shown 

in Figure 3. During normal operation 

when the system pressure is below the 

compensator setting (1,200 PSI), the 

internal swashplate is held at the 

maximum angle by the spring. This 

enables the pistons to fully stroke in 

and out, permitting the pump to deliver 

the maximum volume. Flow from the 

pump’s outlet port is blocked through 

the compensator spool.

Once the pressure builds to 1,200 PSI 

(Figure 4), the compensator spool 

shifts, directing oil to the internal 

cylinder. As the cylinder extends, the 

angle of the swashplate moves to a near 

vertical position. The pump will only 

deliver enough oil to maintain the 1,200 

PSI spring setting. The only heat 

generated by the pump at this time is 

the oil that fl ows past the pistons and 

through the case drain line. 

To determine the amount of heat the 

pump is generating when compensating, 

the following formula can be used: 

horsepower (HP) = GPM x PSI x 

0.000583. Assuming the pump is 

bypassing 0.9 GPM and the 

compensator is set to 1,200 PSI, the 

amount of heat generation is: HP = 0.9 

x 1,200 x 0.000583 or 0.6296.

As long as the system cooler and 

reservoir can remove at least 0.6296 

horsepower of heat, the oil temperature 

should not increase. If the bypassing 

Figure 1. The tolerances between the pistons 
and barrel on a pressure-

compensating, piston-type pump are 
approximately 0.0004 inch.

Figure 2. Check oil flow by porting the case 
drain line into a container of a known size 

and timing the flow rate.

Figure 3. This illustration shows a variable-displacement, pressure-compensating pump in 
normal operation.

Figure 4. As pressure increases to 1,200 PSI, note the changes in the pump’s compensator spool, 
internal cylinder and swashplate.  
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increases to 5 GPM, the heat load 

increases to 3.5 horsepower (HP = 5 x 

1,200 x 0.000583 or 3.5). If the cooler 

and reservoir are not capable of 

removing at least 3.5 horsepower of 

heat, the oil temperature will increase.

Relief Valves
Many pressure-compensating pumps 

utilize a relief valve as a safety backup in 

case the compensator spool sticks in the 

closed position. The relief valve should 

be set 250 PSI above the pressure 

compensator’s setting. If the relief 

valve’s setting is above the compensator’s 

setting, no oil should fl ow through the 

relief valve spool. Therefore, the valve’s 

tank line should be at ambient 

temperature.

If the compensator were to stick in the 

position shown in Figure 3, the pump 

would deliver maximum volume at all 

times. The excess oil not used by the 

system would return to the tank through 

the relief valve. A signifi cant amount of 

heat would be generated if this occurred. 

Often the pressure in the system is 

randomly adjusted in an attempt to 

make the machine run better. If the local 

knob-turner sets the compensator 

pressure above the relief valve setting, 

excess oil will return to the tank through 

the relief, causing the oil temperature to 

rise 30 or 40 degrees. If the compensator 

fails to shift or is set above the relief 

valve setting, a tremendous amount of 

heat will be generated. 

Assuming the maximum pump volume is 

30 GPM and the relief valve is set to 

1,450 PSI, the heat generation can be 

determined. If a 30-horsepower electric 

motor is used to drive this system (HP = 

30 x 1,450 x 0.000583 or 25), then 25 

horsepower will be converted to heat 

when in the idle mode. Since 746 watts 

equals 1 horsepower, 18,650 watts (746 

x 25) or 18.65 kilowatts of electrical 

energy will be wasted.

Other valves used in the system such as 

accumulator dump valves and air bleed 

valves could also fail open and permit oil 

to bypass to the reservoir at high 

pressure. The tank lines of these valves 

should be at ambient temperature. 

Bypassing of the cylinder piston seals is 

another common cause of heat.

Heat Removal
The heat exchanger or cooler should be 

maintained to ensure excess heat is 

removed. If an air-type heat exchanger is 

used, the cooler fi ns should be cleaned 

on a regularly scheduled basis. A 

degreaser may be necessary to clean the 

fi ns. The temperature switch that turns 

on the cooler fan should be set at 115 

degrees F. If a water cooler is used, a 

water-modulating valve should be 

installed in the water line to regulate 

fl ow through the cooler tubes to 25 

percent of the oil fl ow. 

The reservoir should be cleaned at least 

once per year. Otherwise, sludge and 

other contaminants not only can coat 

the bottom of the reservoir but also the 

sides as well. This would allow the 

reservoir to act as an incubator instead 

of dissipating the heat to the atmosphere. 

I recently was at a plant where the oil 

temperature on a stacker was 350 

degrees. It was discovered that the 

pressures were out of adjustment, the 

manual accumulator dump valve was 

partially open and oil was continually 

ported through a fl ow control that drove 

a hydraulic motor. The motor drove 

outfeed chains that only operated fi ve to 

10 times during an eight-hour shift. The 

pump compensator and relief valve were 

properly set, the manual valve was 

closed and the electrician de-energized 

the motor’s directional valve, blocking 

fl ow through the fl ow control. When the 

unit was checked 24 hours later, the oil 

temperature had dropped to 132 

degrees F. Of course, the oil had broken 

down, and the system had to be fl ushed 

to remove sludge and varnish. New oil 

also had to be added to the unit. 

All of these issues were man-induced. 

The local knob-turner had set the 

compensator above the relief valve, 

enabling the pump volume to return to 

the tank at high pressure when nothing 

on the stacker was operating. Someone 

had also failed to fully close the manual 

valve, thereby permitting oil to bypass 

back to the tank at high pressure. In 

addition, the system had been 

improperly programmed to allow the 

chains to run continuously when they 

should have only been driven if a load 

was to be removed from the stacker. 

The next time a heat problem occurs in 

one of your systems, look for oil that is 

fl owing from a higher pressure to a lower 

pressure in the system. That’s where 

you’ll likely fi nd your problem. 
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This month, Machinery Lubrication India continues its “Test Your Knowledge” section in which 

we focus on a group of questions from Noria’s Practice Exam for Level I Machine Lubrication 

Technician and Machine Lubricant Analyst. The answers are located at the bottom of this page.

1. Acid number and base number determinations:
 A) Are reported in the same units, mg of KOH/gram of oil

 B) Are reported in pH units

 C) Are reported in ml of HCL per gram of oil

 D) Are reported in Abs/cm

 E) Are reported as the same number because they are both neutralization numbers 

2. Some additives are capable of:
 A) Restoring themselves

 B) Providing more than one function or benefi t

 C) Repairing metal surfaces

 D) Regenerating/repairing the base oil

 E) Improving the ISO cleanliness of the oil

3. NDm values:
 A) Are a measure of greasing volume

 B) Use rolling bearing RPM and pitch diameter to approximate bearing speed

 C) Use journal bearing RPM and mean diameter to approximate bearing speed

 D) Use gear RPM and diameter to determine gear velocity (speed)

 E) Are a measure of bearing size sometimes called the pitch diameter

  TEST your 
       KNOWLEDGE

This month, Machinery Lubrication India continues its “Test Your Knowledge” section in which 

we focus on a group of questions from Noria’s Practice Exam for Level I Machine Lubrication 

Technician and Machine Lubricant Analyst. The answers are located at the bottom of this page.

Answers 
1. A
The acid number and base number are reported in milligrams (mg) of potassium hydroxide 
(KOH) per gram of oil. This can be confusing because in reality hydrochloric or perchloric 
acids are used to neutralize alkaline oil in order to measure the base number. The result is a 
derived value that represents the volume of KOH necessary to neutralize the volume of base 
number reagent acid required to neutralize the alkaline sample on which the base number is 
desired (i.e., one unit of base number neutralizes one unit of acid number).

2. B

Some additives are multi-functional, such as overbase detergents used in engine oils. These 
help to control deposits and neutralize harmful acids generated by combustion. Another 
example is zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP), which works as an anti-wear additive and 
oxidation inhibitor.

3. B
NDm values are used to approximate the rolling bearing speed. NDm is calculated using the 
following formula: NDm = N x (Di + Do) / 2
Where: N = shaft speed in RPM, Di = bearing bore (inner) diameter in millimeters,
and Do = bearing outer diameter in millimeters. So, the correct answer is B.
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Best Practices for Performing

on YourOIL ANALYSIS
ENGINE OIL

T
he benefi ts of oil analysis 

are enjoyed throughout all 

industries that operate 

mechanical equipment. 

Power plants track the 

changes in performance properties of 

thousands of gallons of turbine oil, as 

slight changes could lead to or indicate 

the onset of component failure. The 

main gearboxes in wind turbines are 

monitored regularly through oil 

analysis, since the cost of component 

replacement can be extremely expensive. 

Chemical plants perform routine oil 

analysis on the majority of their critical 

equipment to plan scheduled 

shutdowns more effectively. These are 

just a few examples of how oil analysis 

programs are implemented across 

various industries. 

But what about the common machine 

most of us take for granted for its ability 

to get us from point “A” to “B” without 

fail? Yes, I’m talking about our personal 

passenger vehicles. Most of us would be 

frustrated and inconvenienced if our 

car suddenly ceased to provide its basic 

function. You likely have experienced 

this problem in the past for at least a 

day or so. As with most any other 

machine, our vehicles require routine 

maintenance.

Whether you perform the maintenance 

on your car or rely on a mechanic, there 

are several inspection points and areas 

of concentration throughout the 

vehicle. Historically, tire-related failures 

are the primary cause of breakdown. 

With most tire issues, the cost of repair 

and the length of downtime are low, 

especially if the remediation is simply a 

repaired fl at. On the other hand, engine 

failure is far less common but can be 

very expensive and often results in 

downtime of several days or weeks, 

depending on the availability of spare 

parts.

Why Passenger Vehicle                     
Oil Analysis Is Rare
There are many reasons oil analysis is 

not commonly performed on passenger 

vehicles. Car owners usually are not 

interested in extending their engine’s life 

because they don’t anticipate a 

signifi cant failure during their ownership 

period. Most don’t hold onto a new 

vehicle for more than fi ve to 10 years. 

The majority of car owners also expect 

their insurance or warranty policy to 

cover any potential engine failure.

LESSONS IN LUBRICATIONLLMLI
BENNETT FITCH | NORIA CORPORATION
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In addition, many people believe that 

simply changing the oil and oil fi lter 

routinely is suffi cient to maintain their 

car’s engine. They don’t consider that 

the cost of oil analysis testing may be 

similar to that of an oil change. Some 

vehicles also have an onboard “oil life” 

indicator that provides real-time 

feedback to the driver about the engine 

oil’s condition, which may give a false 

sense of security. 

Even if you understand the benefi ts of 

oil analysis, collecting a sample on a 

passenger vehicle is inconvenient and 

ineffective. There generally is no good 

location to take a representative oil 

sample. Without an engine retrofi t, the 

sample normally will be taken from the 

dipstick port via the drop-tube method 

or from the drain port during an oil 

change.

These are only a few of the reasons why 

there isn’t much of a market for oil 

analysis of passenger vehicles. However, 

one of the most important aspects of oil 

analysis is often overlooked, which is 

the ability to provide information about 

the contamination and wear debris in 

the oil.

Why Passenger Vehicle              
Oil Analysis Should Be 
Performed
Oil analysis not only is effective in 

offering indicators of oil condition, but 

it can also identify various forms of 

contamination and wear debris as an 

engine condition monitoring indicator. 

This should be of even greater 

importance, since the longevity of the 

engine and the vehicle is the goal of any 

analysis performed, not just the quality 

and longevity of the oil.

The bulk of oil analysis performed in 

North America is on diesel engine oil. 

This is because the vast majority of these 

diesel engines are powering heavy-duty 

trucks for large transportation fl eets or 

industries with off-road equipment. 

These fl eet owners and owner-operators 

are reliant on the continuous operation 

of their trucks to produce revenue and 

income. This dependence can be risky, 

and thus oil analysis provides them with 

an added level of assurance toward 

improved reliability.

Oil analysis can be just as benefi cial to 

most owners and drivers of passenger 

vehicles if the right information is 

obtained. Among the 

key questions to ask about the oil in 

your car include:

•  Is the right oil being used?

• Are certain additives or base oil 

properties depleting or degrading 

too rapidly? 

• Are there external contaminants in 

my oil that shouldn’t be there? 

• Are there internal contaminants like 

fuel, soot, coolant, etc.?

• Is there an indication that the engine 

is generating abnormal amounts of 

wear? 

• Is the type of wear indicative of an 

incipient failure?

• Is the cause of the generated wear 

unique to a known type of failure? 

Where and How Often                         
to Perform Oil Analysis
With most oil analysis of industrial 

plant equipment, a sample is collected 

every “X” number of weeks or months 

and evaluated using a predetermined 

set of routine tests. This is practical 

when the cost of oil extraction and 

replenishment is reason enough to 

extend the drain interval until it has 

reached its condemning limit and when 

pulling a sample during operation is 

effortless because of an installed sample 

port. Even if it isn’t costly to replenish 

the oil, it may be important to monitor 

machine conditions through oil analysis 

simply because the machine is critical.

The typical passenger vehicle is not 

equipped for proper oil sampling during 

operation. The ideal sampling location 

would be on the pressure line between 

the pump and fi lter on a wet-sump 

system. Since this is not feasible, it 

generally is better to opt for sampling at 

the drain port during a drain-and-fi ll or 

via the drop-tube vacuum sampling 

method. Keep in mind that there are 

best-practice procedures for these two 

sampling locations that should be 

considered before continuing with these 

approaches.

Sampling frequency is primarily based 

on the potential for oil analysis to offer 

an early indication of an unusual 

contamination issue, rapidly degrading 

oil or impending machine failure 

condition. Oil analysis is unique in that 

it can detect a possible concern long 

before other sensors or external 

symptoms are often triggered. Since oil 

drains normally are more frequent in 

passenger vehicles than other machinery, 

75%
of lubrication professionals do not 
perform oil analysis on their car’s 

engine oil, based on a recent survey at 
MachineryLubrication.com
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the best sampling interval for the engine 

most likely would be right before the 

scheduled drain interval. As long as the 

sampling interval time is normalized 

relative to the previous oil change, the 

individual interpreting the data has an 

opportunity to effectively trend the data 

points. This strategy is benefi cial 

because it not only will yield a variety of 

information about the engine’s health 

but also help determine if the current 

drain interval is too long or short.

Which Tests to Use
Engine oils can be analyzed to obtain 

valuable information about their 

properties, contaminants or wear 

debris. The instruments in an oil 

analysis laboratory may focus on one 

specifi c piece of information or be 

designed to report multiple points of 

information. The following are some of 

the most common oil analysis tests for 

used engine oils.

Viscosity 
This test measures a fl uid’s resistance to 

fl ow and shear. Viscosity is an oil’s most 

important property. It provides the 

basic function for creating a fi lm 

thickness between mechanical surfaces 

moving relative to one another. The 

engine oil in your vehicle is formulated 

to match a particular viscosity. If the 

viscosity changes, the oil may not be 

suffi cient to protect the engine’s 

surfaces. It can also mean that the oil 

has chemically degraded or been 

affected by a contaminant such as 

water, fuel or glycol. When this occurs, 

it will be necessary to further investigate 

the potential root causes with other oil 

analysis tests. 

Base Number 
Base number testing is used to measure 

the reserve alkalinity within the oil. This 

characteristic of engine oils is intended 

to neutralize the acidic compounds to 

which the oil may be exposed through 

blow-by contaminants. The base 

number will trend downward as the oil 

ages, but a rapid change could be an 

indicator of increased blow-by 

contaminants due to ineffi ciencies in 

the combustion zone, severe running 

conditions or using the wrong oil.

Particle Count
A particle count test identifi es the level 

of general contamination in the form of 

three numbers representing the amount 

of contaminants greater than 4, 6 and 

14 microns per milliliter of fl uid. 

Contamination exposure to the engine 

oil can be detrimental, but it is expected 

during operation of the vehicle. Particle 

counting results can tell you several 

things, such as the potential 

ineffectiveness of the intake air fi lter or 

the oil fi lter. For example, if the oil fi lter 

has ruptured, it may not be removing 

contaminants suffi ciently, allowing 

them to become continually ingressed 

into the engine oil.

Water
Water content is generally determined 

using the Karl Fischer test, which reports 

the amount of water present in oil in 

parts per million. An oil sample may 

also be screened fi rst through a crackle 

test. Water in oil is particularly 

concerning because it can lead to rapid 

oil degradation and a corrosive reaction 

to iron and steel mechanical surfaces. 

The source of water must be investigated 

if abnormal amounts are found. These 

sources could include leaks from the oil 

cooler, high levels of moisture in the 

environment or ineffi cient running 

conditions.

Ferrous Density
This test focuses on increased levels of 

ferrous wear particles present in the oil 

sample. Once wear debris is observed 

at abnormal levels, remediation actions 

must be taken seriously, as the potential 

for engine failure is impending. Unlike 

solid contaminants and moisture, 

which are root causes that could lead 

to failure, increased levels of wear debris 

indicate that mechanical wear is already 

occurring in the engine. This may be a 

consequence of inaction to the 

contamination levels or poor lubrication 

due to changes in oil properties. It 

could also be a result of changes in 

operating conditions or mechanical 

ineffi ciencies.

Analytical Ferrography 
If wear debris has been observed at 

abnormal levels, additional techniques 

can be used to examine it more closely 

to obtain clues as to its severity and 

root cause. This microscopic review of 

wear debris particles includes 

characterizing the general shape, size, 

color, refl ectivity, edge details, markings 

and concentrations. The results can 

help establish from which components 

the wear particle originated and by 

which wear mode the particle was 

produced. These details can be useful in 

understanding how severe the problem 

is and if remediation actions are 

required. 

The patch test is a similar method used 

to observe insoluble deposits on a 

porous membrane through which oil 

has been pulled. It offers a means of 

analyzing concentrated amounts of 

contaminants or oil degradation 

byproducts.

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)          
Spectroscopy 
This test provides information about 

not only the oil’s health but also 

contaminants like soot, water, glycol 

Oil analysis can be 
beneficial to most 
owners and drivers of 
passenger vehicles if 
the right information is 
obtained.
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and fuel, as well as oil degradation 

byproducts such as oxides, nitrates and 

sulfates. It employs a unique technology 

that observes constituents within the 

sample at the molecular level. While the 

test excels in its capability to review a 

broad spectrum for analysis, its 

accuracy can be somewhat limited. 

Elemental Spectroscopy
Elemental spectroscopy is similar to 

FTIR, but instead of observing 

constituents at the molecular level, it is 

able to report details about the oil at 

the elemental level. The results are most 

valuable after they have been trended 

with a reference sample or a history of 

samples from the same engine. As 

elemental concentrations increase or 

decrease, the trends can be correlated 

to specifi c wear patterns, contamination 

level increases or a depletion in additives 

formulated within the oil.

Other possible tests include fl ash point, 

fuel dilution, acid number, optical soot 

meters and blotter spot testing. The 

exact combination of tests to perform 

will depend on the types of questions 

you need answered.

Whether you are a hot-rod owner who 

can’t bear the thought of an engine 

failure or a casual vehicle owner who 

doesn’t want to be inconvenienced by a 

breakdown, there are good reasons to 

perform oil analysis. The oil in your 

engine is full of details, and it’s just 

waiting to give you an update on how 

the engine is doing. So the next time 

you change your oil, consider taking a 

sample and having it tested.  
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Professional certifi cation offers 

numerous benefi ts, which have 

been detailed numerous times 

in the pages of Machinery Lubrication 

magazine. However, certifi ed individuals 

can often provide a unique perspective on 

how they continue to profi t from their 

certifi cations. 

Joe is one such individual. As the reliability 

manager in a Food Co. Joe has been 

certifi ed for three years. He decided to 

obtain his certifi cation because he needed 

to speak on lubrication best practices and 

wanted the necessary credentials to back 

it up.  “Personally, it has helped me with 

job advancement as well as empowered 

me to drive our lubrication programs to a 

best-practice level,” he said. Much has 

changed for Joe in the three years since 

obtaining his certifi cation.  “As I have 

grown in my knowledge, it has given me 

the confi dence to walk into any situation 

and know that I can make it better,” he 

noted. 

Certifi ed personnel can also benefi t 

organizations, as employees gain an 

improved ability to ensure machine 

reliability and deliver quality assurance. In 

Joe's experience, this has resulted in 

reduced downtime, extended asset life 

and major cost savings on the bottom 

line. Gloria Gonzalez’s company also saw 

the need to put more emphasis on 

training and certifi cation. 

“We wanted our staff to be more up to 

speed on current practices in the industry 

as well as with the body of knowledge,” 

said Gonzalez, who works at a division of 

WearCheck, an oil analysis laboratory. 

“This also helps foster a healthy 

competition among employees to further 

increase their knowledge and attain more 

certifi cations.” Gonzalez has been 

certifi ed for 10 years but just recently 

achieved her Machine Lubricant Analyst 

(MLA) Level I and II certifi cations through 

the International Council for Machinery 

Lubrication (ICML).  "This has given me 

more self-confi dence in my fi eld. I have 

now set my sights on ICML’s MLA III." 

“We are seeing an increase in vendors 

requesting that suppliers have certifi ed 

personnel, so this defi nitely helps,” she 

added. “Our employees also have more 

knowledge, so they begin to question 

processes, which leads to continuous 

improvements in the business.” 

Continuous improvement was also 

something the Mosaic Co. was looking to 

achieve. A leading producer of phosphate-

based fertilizers, the organization was 

experiencing equipment failures that 

revealed the need for better lubrication 

practices. Training and certifi cation 

would be required to help implement 

these improved practices. 

As part of the training plan, a number of 

Mosaic team members became certifi ed, 

including Charlie Fast, the senior reliability 

engineer. Having been certifi ed now for 

16 years, Fast has noticed that individuals 

with certifi cations are able to speak a 

common language. He has also seen how 

lubrication has been elevated at his 

company from a low skill to the highest 

skilled position. More importantly, the 

organization’s assets are lasting longer.

“More individuals are becoming certifi ed 

as a measure of their training and 

qualifi cation,” Fast said. “Having to 

prepare and take the test allows these 

individuals to be recognized as having the 

knowledge to be qualifi ed for these 

lubrication positions.”

There are many benefi ts to earning a 

certifi cation. Certifi ed professionals not 

only are better able to evaluate their own 

strengths and weaknesses, but they also 

have a broader understanding of the skills 

and toolsets that can be effective. Are you 

ready for the next step in your career 

path? Get prepared and become certifi ed 

today.   

About the Author
Leslie Fish is the executive director of 

professional development and operations 

for the International Council for Machinery 

Lubrication, where she has worked since 2014. 

GAIN THE Confi dence to 
Succeed with CERTIFICATION        

TRAINING AND CERTIFICATIONTTMLI
BY LESLIE FISH, ICML
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ASK the EXPERTS

“Our gearbox, which leaks excessively, 
is close to the end of its life. It currently 
uses an ISO 680 EP oil, but we would 
prefer to use a lubricant that would 
stem some of the leakage and allow the 
gearbox to continue running until the 
next scheduled turnaround. What would 
you suggest?” 

When it comes to leakage, the 

only real solution is to take 

down the machine and repair 

it in order to stop the leak. As oil 

continues to fl ow from the gearbox, 

there are obvious safety concerns 

involved with exposing people and the 

environment to the gear oil. This also 

doesn’t take into consideration the 

cost of the oil that is leaking. Synthetic 

oils can be very costly, and having a 

component that leaks these fl uids is 

similar to throwing money down the 

drain.

Provided that the component can be 

taken down and repaired in the near 

future, there are some options to 

“Band-Aid” the problem. Several 

manufacturers make compounds that 

can be added to the oil to help mitigate 

leakage. These compounds work along 

the same lines as radiator sealants that 

form deposits at the point of leakage. 

As with introducing any aftermarket 

product to your oil, this should only be 

done after careful consideration and 

testing to ensure there will be no ill 

effects on the oil or machine.

Other types of products that can be 

used are touted as seal enhancers. 

These fl uids and pastes are 

manufactured with synthetic bases 

and will cause seal material to swell. As 

the seal swells, it slows the leakage. 

When the machine is able to be taken 

out of service, the seal should be 

replaced and the gearbox fl ushed to 

remove any traces of the seal compound 

that has been introduced.

Filling the gearbox with grease is 

another simple solution that has been 

used successfully. Grease has lower 

fl ow characteristics than oil and will 

not leak as fast. While grease will 

lubricate the gears effectively, more 

heat will be generated within the 

gearbox. Since grease does not 

dissipate heat as well as oil, the 

temperature should be monitored.

All of these solutions are not true fi xes 

but simple patches that can help until 

the gearbox can be taken out of service 

and properly repaired. Keep in mind 

that after adding anything to a 

component other than the appropriate 

lubricant, it should be removed and the 

interior surfaces fl ushed to eliminate 

all risks of incompatibility. All seals 

should also be replaced to reduce 

future leakage.
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“Over the past several months, 
we have noticed that one of our 
hydraulic cylinders speeds up by itself 
intermittently. Would you have any idea 
as to why this is happening and if this is 
a common problem?”

An increase in hydraulic 

cylinder speed is a rare 

occurrence. To better 

understand the problem, let’s consider 

the much more prevalent case of 

decreasing speed and apply the 

opposite logic.

In terms of hydraulic systems, a 

reduction in performance is usually the 

fi rst clue that a problem has manifested 

in the system. This is most often 

indicated by longer cycle times and 

slower operation. The root cause of 

these failure symptoms can frequently 

be traced back to fl uid fl ow. The fl uid 

fl ow in a hydraulic system determines 

actuator speed and quickness of 

response. Loss of fl ow will equate to 

loss of speed.

Applying this same logic to an increased 

cylinder speed would mean that more 

fl ow is occurring. What could happen 

in a hydraulic system that would cause 

an increase in fl ow over time?

Internal Leakage – If an internal leak 

becomes clogged, the fl ow would 

inherently increase.

Viscosity Change — If the viscosity 

were to decrease, the fl ow would 

increase (depending on the pump and 

system design).

Filter Collapse or Bypass Malfunction 
— If the fi lter was causing reduced fl ow 

and then burst, or there was a 

malfunction with the bypass that 

allowed fl ow to increase, both would 

result in an increased cylinder speed.

Air Entrainment — Air in the fl uid will 

cause poor (slow) performance. If the 

air problem is corrected, the system 

will speed up.

Oil Line Cleared — If a restricted or 

blocked oil line becomes unrestricted/

unblocked, the fl uid fl ow will increase.

Change in Load — If the load on the 

cylinder is reduced, it may increase 

cylinder speed.

These are just a few things that may be 

plaguing the hydraulic system. In order 

to provide a more comprehensive 

diagnosis, more details would need to 

be known, such as the system design, 

seal health, fi lter type and age, 

contamination levels, cylinder position, 

etc.

Keep in mind that not all hydraulic 

cylinders are created equal. It is 

estimated that up to 25 percent of 

mechanical equipment failures are 

design related. In regards to hydraulic 

cylinders, this suggests as many as one 

in four are not adequately designed for 

the application in which they are 

operating. So if the hydraulic cylinder 

suffers recurring failures, it is likely that 

design modifi cations will be required 

to break the cycle of failure and 

repair.

If you have a question for one of our 

experts, email it to 

editor@machinerylubricationindia.com
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Advice for Converting 
Gearboxes to Synthetics 
When converting a gearbox from 

petroleum to synthetic oil, regardless of 

the synthetic base, it is advisable to 

thoroughly clean and then fl ush the 

gearbox with a charge of the new base 

material before putting the unit back in 

service. For some synthetics, such as 

with water-soluble polyalkylene glycol 

(PAG) oils, this is simply necessary. For 

others, such as polyalphaolefi ns 

(PAOs), it is just good practice.

The 10-percent Filtration 
Rule of Thumb
As a general guideline when periodically 

decontaminating a lubricant or 

hydraulic oil sump, the maximum pump 

displacement should be only 10 percent 

of the total volume of oil to be fi ltered. 

A 10-gallon reservoir requires no more 

than 1 gallon per minute for 

decontamination. Too much may cause 

a temperature increase, possible 

foaming and lubricant starvation. Too 

little pump displacement will require 

excessive fi ltration time.

Reasons for Fixing Oil Leaks
An oil leak of one drop per second 

amounts to approximately $1,000 of 

oil per year that must be replaced. If 

you estimate the cost of replacement, 

including purchasing, handling 

application, waste clean-up and 

disposal at three times the cost of the 

initial purchase, then each one-drop-

per-second leak costs your company 

$2,956 (based on 14,000 drops per 

pint and $3.50 per gallon for oil).

Protecting New Bearings
Protect new bearings against 

contamination and condensation. New 

bearings should be kept in their original 

wrappings as long as possible and 

stored away from moisture where the 

temperature can be kept reasonably 

constant. It is typically not a good 

practice to fl ush the original lubricant 

from a new bearing, as this could 

introduce contamination.

Check Grease Compatibility
If you use 

several greases 

at your facility, 

then it is 

important that 

all of your 

greases are 

c o m p a t i b l e 

with one 

another. A safe 

fi rst assumption 

is that they are 

not compatible 

unless proven 

otherwise. To 

c o n f i r m 

compatibility, 

have your supplier or an independent 

lab run a shear stability test on the 

greases individually and then repeat the 

test using a mixture of the products that 

you wish to cross-check. Ideally, you 

would like to see little to no change in 

the consistency of the greases either 

separately or after mixing.

How to Remove Acids from 
Used Oil
There are several suppliers of special 

adsorbents that can be used to remove 

acids from used oil. These powder-like 

materials have the ability to selectively 

strip acids from partially oxidized oils. 

For instance, a used turbine oil with an 

acid number of 0.6 can be brought 

back to a level below 0.1 (near the 

original, new oil level) using these 

materials. Commonly used adsorbents 

include fuller’s earth and activated 

alumina. Ion exchange resins can also 

be used for this purpose. There are risks 

and disadvantages to reclaiming used 

oil in this way, including possible 

depletion of certain additives and the 

migrating of minerals from the 

adsorbent into the oil. 

Why an Oil’s Flash Point 
Decreases
The only way that the fl ash point of an 

oil can decrease over time is by the 

addition of a contaminant with a lower 

fl ash point. In a diesel engine, this is 

almost certainly a fuel leak. Since diesel 

fuel is chemically very similar to engine 

oil, it cannot be removed by fi ltration or 

any other means. The long-term 

solution to this problem is to fi nd the 

source of the fuel leak and correct it. 

Then you must change the oil, since a 

fuel leak will decrease the viscosity and 

the oil’s ability to form an adequate 

lube oil fi lm.

Causes of Nitration in Engine 
Oil
Nitration is the degradation of oil in the 

presence of nitrogen compounds. It is a 

common mode of gas engine lubricant 

degradation and is a particular problem 

with higher-temperature four-cycle 

engines. Nitrogen oxides are typically 

formed during fuel combustion. These 

nitric oxides react with water to form 

nitric acid. The formation of nitric acids 

can lead to a corrosive environment for 

exposed engine surfaces. Nitration also 

results in the formation of deposits and 

sludge. 
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 KNOW About 
What You Should 

BRAKE FLUID
ave you ever found yourself 

in a store isle looking at 

various brake fl uids and 

wondering which one was 

right for your vehicle? Or maybe you just 

want the best performance from your 

braking or clutch system? Is your 

decision based on price or the fancy 

label on the bottle? There are many 

options and lots of information to 

decipher.

The Importance of Brake 
Fluid
Brake fl uids are mainly used in the 

braking and clutch systems of on- and 

off-road vehicles. Typical applications 

include automobiles, motorcycles and 

light trucks. With roughly 253 million 

vehicles on American roadways daily, 

the braking system is vital for driver 

safety. 

While vehicle owners may change their 

brake pads, rotors or drums based on a 

mechanic’s recommendation or their 

car not stopping as soon as it once did, 

few people replace the brake fl uid. 

Indeed, brake fl uid may be a car’s most 

neglected component. 

Reading your vehicle’s owner manual 

will provide details on certain time-

based or mileage-based service that 

should be performed, including oil, 

transmission, coolant and differential 

fl uid changes. However, most American 

manuals offer no guidelines for when to 

service the brake fl uid. The 

recommendations from fl uid 

manufacturers and other countries 

typically range from one to two years for 

performing a fl ush of the braking 

system.

Contamination
Why should you change brake fl uid if 

your vehicle’s manufacturer doesn’t give 

direction for doing so? Simply put, 

brake fl uid is no different than the other 

fl uids in your vehicle and should be 

replaced. It is subjected to 

contamination from deteriorating hoses 

and lines. When the master cylinder is 

opened up to inspect the fl uid level, it is 

exposed to moisture contamination. If 

the brakes are not properly bled, air 

contamination will remain in the system. 

The high temperatures associated with 

braking can also cook the oil inside the 

caliper or wheel cylinder. This heat 

combined with any of the previously 

H

35%
of MachineryLubrication.com visitors never 

replace the brake fl uid in their vehicles
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mentioned contaminants can result in a 

poor-performing braking system.  

Air 
Air contamination within a braking 

system can occur in a variety of ways. 

The leading cause is poor bleeding of 

the system. Air may also enter the system 

due to worn seals and components. 

Over time, as the pistons move back 

and forth, the seals will break down, 

allowing air into the system. When worn 

or broken components are changed, 

pockets of air may also move into the 

system and be diffi cult to purge out. 

The traditional bleeding method of 

having one person depress the brake 

pedal while another person bleeds the 

air at the wheel can be very time-

consuming and often is not the most 

effective for removing 100 percent of 

the air. Vacuum and pressure systems 

offer better options for removing the air. 

Moisture 
By design, a brake fl uid is formulated to 

absorb moisture. Otherwise, water 

molecules could rot the internal 

components and damage the braking 

system. Of course, this property comes 

at a price. As the brake fl uid absorbs 

moisture, it lessens the fl uid’s 

performance. The high temperatures 

common with braking systems can 

result in this moisture vaporizing, which 

causes the fl uid to become compressible 

and gives you that “spongy” feeling. 

Not all brake fl uids have this property of 

absorbing moisture. Silicone fl uids will 

only absorb so much moisture, leaving 

the rest to stay in free form and sink to 

low spots in the system. This can lead to 

corrosion.

So whether the contamination is from 

air, water, temperature or foreign 

materials, your brake fl uid will need to 

be changed. I recently went through this 

with my car. While at the quarter-mile 

drag strip on a sunny day, I lost the 

functionality of my clutch. With a 

combination of hard launches and old 

fl uid in my reservoir, my clutch pedal fell 

dead to the fl oor as I was trying to shift 

into third gear. After giving the car some 

time to cool down, I discovered that my 

clutch pedal came back to its normal 

fi rmness. 

I sought a solution to this problem and 

found I was not the only one to 

experience this phenomenon. I set out 

to correct the issue by purchasing some 

components that didn’t allow the 

supply line to the slave cylinder to be 

exposed to such intense heat. Another 

improvement was adding a remote 

bleeder to the system. With my new 

hardware and fl uid, I’m now able to 

change out the fl uid quickly without 

much hassle and haven’t had a 

disappearing pedal since. 

Classifications and Standards 
Brake fl uids are categorized into four 

main classifi cations by the U.S. 

Department of Transportation (DOT): 

DOT 3, DOT 4, DOT 5 and DOT 5.1. 

Most fl uids fall into the DOT 3, DOT 4 

or DOT 5.1 classifi cation. These fl uids 

are all hygroscopic, which means they 

absorb moisture from the air. DOT 5 

fl uids are not hygroscopic but are often 

used in vehicles that sit for long periods 

of time, such as collector cars or military 

vehicles. 

The chemical composition of the fl uids 

also changes with the different 

classifi cations. DOT 3 fl uids are glycol 

ether based.DOT 4 fl uids are a mixture 

of glycol ether with borate ester. DOT 

5.1 fl uids use borate ester with glycol 

ether blended in, while DOT 5 fl uids are 

silicone based. 

The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 

Standards (FMVSS) No. 116 defi nes the 

properties that a brake fl uid must have 

Brake fluid is no different than 
the other fluids in your vehicle 
and should be replaced.

DRY BOILING 
POINT

WET BOILING 
POINT VISCOSITY @ -40°C VISCOSITY @ 100°C

CHEMICAL 
COMPOSITION

DOT 2 190°C/374°F 140°C/284°F - - Castor Oil/ Alcohol

DOT 3 205°C/401°F 140°C/284°F Max. 1,500 mm²/s Min. 1.5 mm²/s Glycol Ether

DOT 4 230°C/446°F 155°C/311°F Max. 1,800 mm²/s Min. 1.5 mm²/s Glycol Ether/ Borate Ester

DOT 4+, 
SUPER DOT 4

300°C/572°F 180°C/356°F Max. 750 mm²/s Min. 1.5 mm²/s Glycol Ether/ Borate Ester

DOT 5 260°C/500°F 180°C/356°F Max. 900 mm²/s Min. 1.5 mm²/s Silicone

DOT 5.1 260°C/500°F 180°C/356°F Max. 900 mm²/s Min. 1.5 mm²/s Borate Ester/ Glycol Ether

LHM+ 249°C/480°F 249°C/480°F 1,000-1,200 mm²/s 6-6.5 mm²/s Mineral Oil

DOT 4+ and Super DOT 4 fluids are not governed by FMVSS No. 116. The values shown are typical of DOT 4+ and Super DOT 4 fluids on the 
market. Most meet or exceed DOT 5.1 specifications for boiling points.
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to be categorized into one of the DOT 

classifi cations. The table below shows 

some of the limits a fl uid must meet to 

fi t within this classifi cation. 

These properties affect how a brake 

fl uid performs. Boiling point is one of 

the major indicators of how the braking 

or clutch system will react. During 

braking, wheel cylinders and brake 

calipers are subjected to very high 

temperatures due to the friction from 

the brake pads coming into contact 

with the drum or disk. During road 

course events and track days, it’s not 

uncommon to experience caliper 

temperatures of 400 to 500 degrees F. 

Even with these higher than normal 

temperatures, the brake fl uid still must 

perform. A fl uid that reaches its boiling 

point will vaporize inside the line. This 

causes the fl uid to become compressible 

and provide inadequate hydraulic 

transfer of the braking force. 

Boiling point can be broken into two 

categories: dry and wet. The dry boiling 

point applies to the fl uid straight from 

the container. The wet boiling point is 

measured based on a 3.7-percent water 

absorption. 

Another essential property of a brake 

fl uid is its viscosity. Fluids must meet 

SAE specifi cations at minus 

40 degrees C and 100 degrees C. For the 

different classifi cations, the minimum 

and maximum viscosity ranges will vary. 

Packaging
The packaging in which a brake fl uid is 

shipped and stored is also important. 

Before purchasing, always ensure the 

foil cap is intact. A damaged bottle or 

cap will expose the fl uid to moisture 

contamination. According to FMVSS 

No. 116, there are standards for 

packaging and labeling by which all 

manufacturers must abide. 

Testing Brake Fluids
The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) No. 116 stipulates the requirements for 
motor vehicle brake fl uids. To be considered for one of the DOT classifi cations, a brake fl uid 
must go through the following tests:

1. Equilibrium refl ux boiling point (dry 
boiling point)

2. Wet equilibrium refl ux boiling point  
(tested with 3.7 percent water)

3. Kinematic viscosities

4. pH value

5. Brake fl uid stability (high-
temperature and chemical stability)

6. Corrosion

7. Fluidity and appearance at low 
temperature

8. Reserved

9. Water tolerance (low temperature and  
 at 60 degrees C)

10. Compatibility (low temperature and 
at 60 degrees C)

11. Resistance to oxidation

12. Effects on cups

13. Stroking properties

14. Fluid color
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Purchase only the amount of brake 

fl uid you need, as opposed to buying a 

larger bottle just because it is a better 

deal. Any leftover fl uid should be 

disposed of once it has been opened, 

since any humidity will be sucked into 

the fl uid, degrading the performance of 

the braking system when you perform a 

top-off or refi ll the system. 

Final Thoughts
When deciding which brake fl uid to 

purchase, the best advice is to stick with 

what’s in your system. Just because a 

fl uid falls within a certain classifi cation 

doesn’t mean it won’t provide equal or 

better performance than a fl uid with a 

higher classifi cation. Depending on the 

composition, a DOT 3 fl uid may have a 

better boiling point than a DOT 4 fl uid. 

In addition, vehicles with an anti-lock 

braking system (ABS) are designed to 

work within the viscosity range of the 

specifi ed classifi cation. 

Keep in mind that even though all fl uids 

meeting DOT specifi cations must be 

compatible, mixing is not 

recommended. DOT 5 fl uids should 

never be mixed with other classifi cations. 

The different boiling points and 

standards can result in decreased 

performance. A vehicle specifi ed to use 

a DOT 3 fl uid was designed and tested 

for the compatibility of the DOT 3 

fl uid’s chemical composition. Changing 

classifi cations will alter the chemical 

composition, and the compatibility of 

components will be unknown. 

Therefore, when switching fl uids, a full 

system cleanse should be performed.

Unless you are a professional racecar 

driver, a change in brake fl uid will likely 

be unnoticeable. When replacing your 

fl uid, it’s more important to properly 

bleed your system and seal everything. 

Also, don’t use brake fl uid that has 

been sitting around for an extended 

period of time. As mentioned previously, 

brake fl uids are hygroscopic, so any 

humidity will end up inside the bottle. 

By changing your brake fl uid every one 

to two years, you should enjoy many 

years of reliable braking. 

About the Author
Garrett Bapp is a technical consultant with 

Noria Corporation, focusing on machinery 

lubrication and maintenance in support of 

Noria’s Lubrication Program Development 

(LPD). He is a certifi ed lubrication specialist 

through the Society of Tribologists and 

Lubrication Engineers (STLE) and holds a 

Machine Lubrication Technician (MLT) 

Level II certifi cation through the 

International Council for Machinery 

Lubrication (ICML). Contact Garrett at 

gbapp@noria.com. 

or visit www.lubrication-institute.com
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BASE OIL REPORTMLI

India, the world’s third-largest oil 

importer, has sealed a fi rst deal to 

import crude oil from the US and the 

shipment is expected to touch Indian 

shores in October.The deal, by state-

owned Indian Oil Corp (IOC), comes 

within weeks of Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi’s visit to the US when 

President Donald Trump talked of his 

country looking to export more energy 

products to India.“We have bought 2 

million barrels of crude oil from North 

America comprising 1.6 million barrels 

of US Mars crude and 400,000 barrels 

of Western Canadian Select,” IOC 

Director (Finance) A K Sharma.US 

Mars is a heavy, high-sulphur grade 

which will be processed at IOC’s newest 

refi nery at Paradip in Odisha.

“Given the current international oil 

markets where the differential between 

Brent (the benchmark crude or marker 

crude that serves as a 

reference price for 

buyers in western world) 

and Dubai (which serves 

as a benchmark for 

countries in the east) 

has narrowed.“Even 

after including the 

shipping cost, buying US 

crude proved to be very 

cost competitive to us.” 

he said. Sharma said the company will 

buy more crude from the US if the 

market conditions remain favorable for 

such purchases. 

Indian state-run refi ner Bharat 

Petroleum Corp Ltd has also bought 1 

million barrels of sour crude from the 

US for its 190,000 b/d Kochi refi nery, 

Dhiren Shah (Editor – In – Chief of 
Petrosil Group)
Dhiren Shah is a Chemical Engineer 

and Editor – In – Chief of Petrosil 

Group. 

Base Oil Group I & Group II CFR India prices:-

Month Group I -  SN 500 Iran 
Origin Base Oil CFR 

India Prices

J-150 Singapore Ori-
gin Base Oil CFR India 

Prices

N- 70 South Korea 
Origin Base Oil CFR 

India Prices

Bright Stock-150

January 2017 USD 570 – 585 PMT USD 585 - 600 PMT USD 560 - 565 PMT USD 975 - 985 PMT

February 2017 USD 620 – 630 PMT USD 630 - 640 PMT USD 610 - 625 PMT USD 1000 - 1030 PMT

March 2017 USD 640 – 650 PMT USD 650 - 660 PMT USD 630 - 645 PMT USD 1020 - 1050 PMT

April 2017 USD 645 – 655 PMT USD 655 - 665 PMT USD 635 - 650 PMT USD 1025 - 1055 PMT

May 2017 USD 710 – 715 PMT USD 685 - 695 PMT USD 655 - 665 PMT USD 1065 - 1085 PMT

June 2017 USD 700 – 705 PMT USD 675 - 685 PMT USD 645 - 655 PMT USD 1055 - 1075 PMT

July 2017 USD 715 – 720 PMT USD 690 - 700 PMT USD 660 - 670 PMT USD 1070 - 1090 PMT

Since January 2017, 

prices have gone up by 

USD 140 PMT (24%) 

in July 2017.

Since January 2017, 

prices have firmed 

up by USD 100 PMT 

(17%) in July 2017.

Since January 2017, 

prices have shoot up by 

USD 100 PMT (18%) 

in July 2017.

Since January 2017, 

prices have hike up by 

USD 100 PMT (10%) 

in July 2017

BASE OIL REPORT
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